
Welcome to World 
Cultures

Unit 10

• The Renaissance



The European Renaissance

Following the Middle (Dark) Ages conditions 
were changing to allow a new age of 

discovery

Renaissance – rebirth (or to be 
reborn)



Renaissance Ushers in a new Age of Progress

Humanism – an intellectual movement at the heart of the Renaissance, 
that focused on education and the classics (versus religion/theology)

This movement is:

- Worldly

- Secular (remember the definition means non-religious)

- Reference back to the Classical Age of Greece and Rome



The European World Has Changed

Conditions for change exist:

- Feudal System ends

- Nation-States with stronger central governments

- Cities grow and support cultural progress

- Crusades expose Europeans to new ideas via trade 
with Middle East & Asia

- Power of the Catholic Church in question (Black Death)

- New spirit of Adventure/Exploration– Age of discovery



The Renaissance 1300 - 1650

There is a movement to study Humanities

Study of grammar, rhetoric, poetry, art & history

Strongest in Italy, due to:

- Sites of ancient Romans (archeological remains)

- Seat of the church in Rome ( the Pope)

- Prosperous/Wealthy city-states to support the 
arts (banking, trade, manufacturing)

Result: One of the greatest revolutions in artistic, 
political and scientific discovery in history



Semester Project
There are many great historical figures from this period, we will study 
as many as we can

Each of you will choose one from the list provided, which includes 
many famous Renaissance:

- Painters, Sculptures, Architects and Engravers

- Political Leaders and Philosophical Thinkers

- Writers

- Scientists

You can also propose someone else you are interested in researching.



Rubric for Renaissance Research of Historical Figure
Assignment is worth 30 points.

This is to be a Power Point slide presentation.  A sample is included in the posted slides.  

At least 10 slides in total, which include the information outlined below. While each slide is numbered, you can have 
multiply slides for a given part of the presentation and can exceed 10 slides.

• Slide #1 – Title: who are you studying

• Slide #2 (5 points)– Timeline of the person’s life – include birth, death, and other key events – at least 5 dates in 
total for your timeline

• Slide #3 (4 points) - Geographical biography – where was this person born and where did they die.  Include places 
they travelled, especially those that are important to what they are remembered for

• Slide #4 (3 points) – Family History – we may not know a lot about these individual’s family, but do your best to 
describe important relationships and events in their family life

• Slide #5 (2 points) – Education History – like family we may not know a lot, but do your best to discuss what is 
known about their education

• Slide #6 (5 points) – Important Influences – what were the events and people who influenced this person’s art, 
literature, scientific study etc.  Try to tell us why they did what they did

• Slide # 7-9 (8 points) identify their most important work(s) – These people are all remembered for being 
significant influences in their field. Tell us what they did first or better than anyone in their field at the time. If an 
artist or writer, what did they sculpt, paint, cast, or write that is memorable.  Include as many pictures as you can.

• Slide #10 (2 points) Sources. Use at least 2 different sources.



The List of Renaissance “Greatness”

Painters, Sculptors, Architects & Engravers 

Leonardo Da Vinci Michelangelo Tintoretto

Raphael Sanzio Fra Angelico Titian

Sandro Botticelli Donatello Jan Van Eyck

Lorenzo Ghiberti Giotto Bondone Albrecht Durer

El Greco Filippo Brunelleschi

Writers

William Shakespeare Petrarch Miguel Cervantes

Gutenberg (Printing Press)



The List of Renaissance “Greatness’

Polical, Theological and Philosophical Thinkers 

Niccolo Machiavelli Thomas More Martin Luther

John Calvin

Power Leaders and Other Important Figures

Queen Elizabeth I Lorenzo De Medici Catherine De Medici

Isabella I of Castille Mary Queen of Scots Lucrezia Borgia

Isabella D’Este Anne Boleyn Margaret Roper



The List of Renaissance “Greatness’

Scientists 

Nicholas Copernicus Francis Bacon Galileo

Robert Boyle Thomas Hobbes Isaac Newton



EXAMPLE ONLY:

THE LIFE OF 
BENVENUTO
CELLINI –
RENAISSANCE MAN 



Benvenuto
Cellini

This presentation will cover 

the important aspects of one 

of the Renaissance’s most 

colorful figures –

Benvenuto Cellini, an Italian 

Artist



Benvenuto
Cellini –

Pictured here 
in a sculpture 

which is in 
Florence, 

Italy



Timeline 
of the Life 

of 
Benvenuto

Cellini

Date Event
1500 Born in Florence, Italy

Age 15 Apprenticed to a goldsmith

1519- 1529 Works as artist/musician 

1529 Flees Rome after killing a man

1530’s – 1540’s Works for the French nobility

1540’s Casts Bronze Perseus

1558 – 1562 Writes his autobiography

1571 Dies in Florence, Italy



Geographical 
Information: 

Cellini was 
well-traveled 
for a person 
living in the 
Renaissance

• Born  - in Florence, Italy

• In his time as an artist he travelled  
throughout Italy – to Rome, Mantua, Naples, 
Siena, Pisa, Venice

• He also worked in France for the French king

• Died – in Florence, Italy



Family 
History:

Cellini came 
from a 
Middle 

Class 
Family 

• He was the second child of the family

• His father was a musician and builder 

of musical instruments

• He got in lots of fights as a young man

• Kills the man who kills his brother, for 

revenge

• Has an illegitimate daughter while 

working in France

• Becomes a priest for a while

• Marries late in life to a servant and has 

5 children



Educational 
History:

We know a lot 
about Cellini 

because he 
wrote an 

autobiography 
late in life

I could only find that he studied at a 
Design studio.  But it is fair to say he 
must have had some education, because:

• He wrote an autobiography, which was 
unusual in those days

• He wrote many other books on his 
different trades

• He studied to be a musician, goldsmith 
and priest

• He worked at difficult jobs like 
engineering



Important 
Influences in 

His Life

• Cellini was influenced by his father and 

forced to study music at a young age

• He was an accomplished goldsmith, trained 

by a Master

• He had many wealthy patrons who favored 

him.  At least 2 popes, the King of France 

and several wealthy families. They helped 

him stay out of prison when he got in trouble

• He also got caught up in several wars, fought 

as a soldier and worked as an engineer, 

designing defenses



Cellini’s Most 
Famous 

Works: On 
the next few 

pages are 
pictures of 

his most 
famous pieces 

of work This is his autobiography. It’s considered 
important as both history and literature, since 
so few were written at this time.



Perseus:

This is 
probably his 

most well 
known work, a 

bronze statue 
with a Ancient 

Greek theme



Bust of 
Cosimo

De’Medici:
He also 

sculpted in 
marble.  He 

did this work 
for a wealthy 

patron.



Gold Salt 
Cellar:

This was a 
piece made in 

gold. Very 
intricately 

designed. It 
holds salt!!



Sources: • https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benvenuto_Cellini

• https://www.bartleby.com/library/prose/1250.html

• https://www.art.com

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benvenuto_Cellini
https://www.bartleby.com/library/prose/1250.html
https://www.art.com/


The Italian Renaissance

The conditions in Italy were positive for a cultural revival

A wealthy merchant class grew out of the guild system

Many families became powerful as their trading businesses grew:

- Participate in politics

- Support city economies

- Become Patrons of the arts – patrons provided the resources and 
incomes needed for artists to pursue their craft



Florence, Italy

One of the most important Renaissance  cities

Home of many gifted artists:
- Da Vinci
- Michelangelo
- Raphael

They were discovered by and supported by powerful 
patrons – The Medici family

Their wool trading turns into a powerful banking and 
trading empire.  Loans to the pope, kings and other 
powerful families gives them:
- Influence over government
- Economic power, and 
- Great wealth



Ideal Man and Woman (Renaissance View)

Man Woman

Athletic, but not overactive Balances Man

Good at games, but not a gambler Graceful and Kind

Plays a musical instrument Lively but reserved

Knows literature & history, not ignorant Beautiful



Michelangelo

Famous painter and sculpture:

- Painted and sculpted for the Medici family

- Painted and sculpted for the pope

- His sculptures and paintings still exist and are some of the most 
famous in the world



Michelangelo Buonarotti



The Renaissance Moves to Northern Europe

While started in Italy, the thinking of the Renaissance quickly spread

Northern Europe – Again, wealthy traders helped

Flanders – what is today France, the Netherlands and Belgium

They introduced still other ideas:

- Painting – new color; technique; paintings of everyday life

- Engraving – making a print from a metal plate



Northern Renaissance
Humanism – continued:

- Education, Classical Learning (still religious)

- Erasmus – translates Bible into every day language

- Sir Thomas More – wrote “Utopia” – the idea of an 
ideal society – no private property, peace, harmony, 
everyone educated

- William Shakespeare – English writer – expresses 
universal themes about power, love, greed, jealousy 
(Romeo & Juliet)

His writing introduces 1,700 new words to the 
English language

- bedroom; gloomy; lonely



The Printing Revolution

Books created by hand – illustrated individually, copied from book to 
book – beautiful, but very few books made

In 1456 Johannes Gutenberg invites “moveable type”.  A printing press 
with metal letters you can use over and over again.  

- Mass produces the Bible

Go from a few thousand books per year to millions!!

The price to make a book drops 

Accessible to the common man (learn to read and write)

Exposure to new ideas  Leads to religious turmoil



The Printing Press



Protestant Reformation

Call for Reform

The Catholic Church accused of corruption

“ God has given us the Papacy – let us enjoy it!”  Hmm, not very 
Christian sounding

- Compete for power with the kings

- Fought military battles to protect the papal states

- Have lots of wealth (patrons of the arts – with other people’s money)



Church Power

The church is very wealthy:

- Charged fees for sacraments (baptism, marriages)

- Sales of Indulgences – a type of pardon for your sins by the church, 
that lessened the time your soul would be punished



A Split
A split develops between the pious 
(religious) and the secular (non-religious)

People call for change – the church resists

Martin Luther (a monk) in 1517

- Writes the 95 theses against indulgences

oSays they have no basis in the Bible

oBible is the only source of religious truth

oCan only be saved through faith



Martin Luther (continued)

- Writes the 95 theses

- It is widely printed and distributed

- He is excommunicated

• But many agreed with him

• “Lutherans” (Protestant Church)

Simplified the Mass

Priests can marry

Eliminated 5 of the 7 sacraments



Protestant Reformation (cont.)

Kings and other leaders saw an opportunity:

- Support the Protestants and Seize Catholic Church property

- Starts a series of religious wars; ended by the Treaty of Augsberg

Calvinists – Another breakaway religious group started in Switzerland 



Religious Change in England

Henry the VIII (8th)

- Needed a male heir

- Wanted to divorce his wife so he can have a son

Splits from the Catholic Church and becomes head of the Church of 
England

- His daughter (Mary Queen of Scots) tries to return to Catholicism 
(fails)

- More religious wars



Catholic Reform Movement
Catholic church realizes it must change:

- Inquisition – Church court

- Torture to punish heretics

- Index of Forbidden books

- Ignatius of Loyola (Jesuits)

Teaches spiritual and moral discipline

Rigorous religious training

Set up schools to teach humanist and Catholic beliefs

- Teresa of Avila (Spanish nun)

Reforms Spanish convents and missions; Spiritual writings



St. Ignatius & St. Teresa



More Jewish Persecution

• Pressure on Jews to convert

• Forced to live in separate neighborhoods (ghettos) of large cities

• Jews were often expelled or forced to war markings which showed 
they were Jewish (Yellow badge)

• Many moved to Eastern Europe to escape persecution



Scientific Renaissance (Revolution)

Old thinking – earth is the center of the Universe (followed church 
teaching)

New thinking – Sun is the center of solar system (Heliocentric theory) 
This theory originates with Nicholas Copernicus

Kepler goes further – elliptical orbit of planets

Galileo Galilei – First to use a telescope (finding support Copernicus)

- Viewed as a heretic

- Placed under house arrest  by the church until he recants his findings



Scientific Renaissance (cont.)

Scientific Process Advances:

- Scientific Method – Inquiry and investigation vs. fitting the world into 
established views (like those of the church)

- Experimentation & observation

- Provable knowledge

- Idea of a hypothesis - a theory about how things work to be proven 
or disproven


